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Our Stations & 
Our Digital Properties

Midwest Communications is a family owned media company whose 73 radio stations in eight 
states serve our clients and communities, providing entertainment, music, and news during the 
times it counts. What began as one station started by the Wright family in 1958 has grown to a 
network of stations across the country, allowing us to bring you big market entertainment and 
information with small town familiarity.

   Reaching an audience in their entirety isn’t as easy as it used to be. Running a fully 
integrated marketing campaign can ensure a strong message truly reaches and surrounds 
the audience. At Midwest Communications, we believe in the strength of our brands and 
their ability to capture the attention of an audience in order to entice them to make 
purchases locally, regionally and nationally.  We work hard to reach the eyes, ears and 
pockets of your consumer by blurring the lines between traditional and digital media. We 
showcase your business in innovative, non-traditional ways with integrated marketing 
campaigns.



Our Points of Difference

Every radio station has a website. How many websites have a radio 
station? Our brands can deliver your message to the eyes, ears and 
pockets of your consumers. 

   Our websites are powerful real-estate, but we’re more than just websites! 
We offer retargeting, custom text message and email marketing, blog and 
podcast platforms, display and streaming advertising options, custom 
digital promotions and a dominant social media presence. 

   We train our programming and news staff to write, produce and curate 
excellent digital content that is relevant and meaningful to our audience. 
We are passionate about what matters to our listeners. As a company, we 
identify digital opportunities and implement digital guidelines that make 
our content stand out from our competitors in our respective markets. 

   The digital landscape changes daily. We understand the delicate 
ecosystem of our digital products, services and platforms in order to assist 
our clients and extend the shelf-life of their on-air advertising. Digital and 
radio advertising work together to deliver a consistent message to our 
listeners and web users.



Geo-Targeting
This is a great way to put your online ads in front of people within a 30 mile radius.

How Does It Work?
·         Every computer has a unique IP address
·         Ad servers keep a large database of IP addresses mapped to a country, State, City, & Zip Code
·         Ad servers use IP addresses to serve ads to match the geo location
·         Mobile location is determined by the devices Wi-Fi network or by the mobile carriers IP address.
·         Geo-Targeting can be used as a singular tactic
·         Geo-Targeting can go beyond location of the business



Geo-Fencing
We can target your competitor's location as well as your own location, and after someone 

has visited one of those locations we will start serving that person your online ads up to 
30 days after their visit. 

How Does It Work?
·        We can track us by latitude & Longitude within 100 meters or bigger
·         We can target competitor’s location and send out ads to the people who have visited your 

competitors
·         Geo-fencing allows you to target a specific location (within last 30 days)
·         Geo-fencing allows you to target anyone that has visited your location
·         Many apps on your phone transmit your location
·         Location data is a powerful targeted display tactic
·         Every advertiser can use this.
·         Include to reach relevant location audiences on every campaign.

Allows us to track the off-line last mile conversion means we can show how many people showed 
up after  seeing the ad



Site Retargeting
We will retarget those familiar to your website. We will put your ads in front of 

those who visit your website then leave. 

How Does It Work?
·         Retargeting to those familiar to your site
·         97% of 1st time visitors do not convert
·         8% return without site retargeting but rises to 26% if you use site 

retargeting

·         A Business must have web traffic to use this type of remarketing.

·         Good to combine with other strategies to help build up site traffic first.



Search Retargeting
The biggest struggle for business owners is growing his audience beyond people who already know their 

brand. 

How Does It Work?
·         Search retargeting is marketing to those who search for products & Services
·         Keywords show what a person’s interest are
·         Targeting users who are doing research
·         Keywords told a story about your interest



Keyword Contextual 
Targeting

This tactic is to reach people who don’t even search, they just read content on the web 
related to your products and services. 

How Does It Work?
·         On average people spend 3-4 hours online a day

·         All of that data is encrypted for Midwest 360, then Midwest 360 delivers ads to 
users based on the keywords & 

context of the content they are consuming.
·         Knows what consumers are reading such as social media sites & Click on links
·         We will push out relevant content



Shows ads to users as they surf sites that are category relevant to their business. 

How Does It Work?
We will put ads on websites related to your business.      

Examples
Makeup commercials on soap opera, local bar & grill on sports talk 

radio, political ads in the newspaper.

Category Contextual 
Targeting



Custom Site Lists
This product doesn’t target people only websites. 

How Does It Work?
This product doesn’t target people only websites
This product can be used if an advertiser only wants to be seen on 
Premium websites.
Midwest 360 has grouped 1,000s of premium websites into custom 
site lists

● These have great traffic
● High quality content
● Solid reputations
● We know them by name

These are broken down into Categories
● News & info
● Shopping
● Business & Finance
● Sports
● Etc



Gateway/Pre-Roll Video
As the name implies, this is a video ad. When a user 
accesses the stream through our website, they are shown 
a video before the stream begins to play.  

Users are not able to mute or skip this video, known as a “Forced Watch” impression.  
Similar to the stream ad, the Gateway comes with a clickable 300x250 companion ad.  
With its “road block” advertising tactic, the gateway video is a powerful way to get 
your clients’ message across to the people who listen on mobile, tablet, or desktop..  

Benefits: 
- This is a forced-watch impression. 

-to maximize the effectiveness of this campaign, we limit the number of advertisers to 
a maximum of four.

Examples:
- Festival Foods has been the primary gateway sponsor on WNCY.com for several 
years.  They use the gateway as a way to further brand their DJ Endorsement with the 
WNCY PM Drive talent - who also stars in all their videos

- Michigan State University Federal Credit Union sponsors ALL the streams in Lansing, 
giving them 100% of the video gateway views for the entire market.



Run of Site
Run of Site (or ROS) is a standard IAB Medium Rectangle display ad, which is 300x250 pixels.  We 

call them 300x250’s for short.  

A Run of Site ad, as the name suggests, has the “run” of the whole site, meaning the ad can 
appear on any page at any time.   ROS ads are sold by CPM or Cost Per Thousand.  Ads are sold 
by the number of impressions that the client wants to buy.  For example, if the CPM rate is $5 and 
a client has a budget of $500, they would receive 100,000 impressions.  To access a helpful CPM 
calculator, please visit  http://www.clickz.com/static/cpm-calculator 

Benefits: 

- ROS ads work very well for branding!  They function similar to billboards on the highway.  Many 
people will see them, and some will care to learn more.  The big difference (aside from cost) 
between a billboard and an ROS ad, is that people can instantly “click” on a Run of Site ad and 
be transported to the client’s website where they can learn more, interact, or buy!

Examples:

- Hotchandani Laser and Aesthetic Center has run a branding campaign on the Northeast 
Wisconsin sites for many years.

- Marshfield Scrap ran a creative campaign in the Wausau market for four years promoting the 
“money in your yard”.  The campaign was very successful and brought hundreds of new people 
to their websites.

http://www.clickz.com/static/cpm-calculator


Page Sponsorships
While ROS ads are great for branding, a page sponsorship could help target your client to users 

that are more likely to buy from them.  For example, if a client who specializes in brewing craft 
beers had an ad on the Beer blog, chances are good that a large percentage of people reading 
that blog would be interested in that client’s product!  Golf courses on the Golf blog, Restaurants 

on the Food & Drink blog… you get the idea.  

There are two kinds of page sponsorships: Title Sponsorships and Secondary Sponsorships.  
Unlike ROS ads, these ads are fixed on a specific page or section of the website.  

A Title Sponsorship is the main sponsor for a page.  The ad size is IAB standard 728x90 pixels and 
is known as a Super Leaderboard.  It sits directly below the nav bar on top and just above the 
content “header”.  Title Sponsorships are exclusive.  We can only place one ad in this slot and it 
cannot rotate with other ads.  High visibility and exclusivity make Title Sponsorships a good value 
for a client.

The Secondary Sponsorships are “additional” sponsors that can be fixed on a specific page as 
well.  They appear in the right column, as you can see below.  There can be up to FOUR 
Secondary sponsors on any page and they will rotate in position in the right column.  These ads 
are 300x250’s.  Any ad spaces on a page not sold as secondary sponsors will be filled with ROS 
spots, but the Secondary Sponsors will always appear higher on the page.

Benefits: 

Targeted ads to relatable content.  If people are interested in the content, they are more likely to 
be interested in these clients ads.  Lower impressions, but higher click thru rates.

Exclusivity.  Title Sponsor is always exclusive and the Secondary sponsorships are limited to four.

Examples:

Welsch Hearing Aid company in Sheboygan sponsors our Health and Fitness blogs in that 
market and contributes blog posts on Hearing Health 1-3x per month.  All the posts have links 
back to their website and help build their SEO.



Embed Banner Ad

The Embed Banner ad appears within embedded 
content on personality blogs/pages (YouTube 
videos, etc).

The Embed Banner offers high views for videos 
that are embedded on blogs that get high traffic.

 

Examples of Use:
Chronicles of Slade on WIXX in Green Bay, WI
The Jerry Bader Show on WSAU in Wausau, WI

Integration to increase effectiveness:
The Embed Banner Ad is an effective way to align your 
brand/product with an on air personality’s digital space 
online. If your product is being endorsed by an on air 
personality, the Embed Banner would be a good fit to 
align your business with the on air personality. On air 
personalities who promote their online blog on air will 
drive traffic to their blog/videos on line, in turn placing 
your ad in front of listeners. 



Homepage Header Ad
The Homepage Sponsor is great real estate, but don’t forget not all our traffic to our sites 

comes in through the homepage.  Clients will say that they want to be on the homepage, but 
a significant portion of our traffic comes in through social media referrals, search engine 
queries, etc which will bring people directly to specific content on the site and not to the 

homepage.  

Examples of Use:
PMI in Green Bay does a huge Wedding Show every summer and winter that includes a 
Homepage Sponsor purchase.  The prime real estate is a perfect fit for the prestigious 
show.  Often the url will link to their show page, but they also use the ad to link to their 
contests with the radio station when applicable.

Recap/Test:
Due to placement, this product is sold as a flat rate with clients paying one set price per week.  Traffic 
can vary month to month.

Integration to increase effectiveness:
The Homepage Sponsor is a good way for a client to spotlight a signature event, special, or 
campaign , especially if their budget won’t accommodate a Site Takeover (see below).  As the 
ad is only on the homepage, it’s a very good idea to include an ROS ad campaign as well, 
hitting our web users wherever they are viewing.



Site Takeovers
Site Takeovers are a great way to make a big splash for a short time.  Your client receives all ad 

space on the top half of the homepage.  The Site Takeover includes (4) 728 x 90 static ads, (2) 
300x250 Medium Rectangle ads, and a 300 x 600 ad.  Site Takeovers are sold on a flat rate basis 

for 1  week at a time.

Benefits: 

- Very High Visibility, Limited Window, Exclusive, Big Impact

Examples:

- Mills Fleet Farm, Plastic 

Surgery Associates of

 South Dakota, Lipton 

Sparkling Ice Tea



Landing Pages
Landing pages are utilized when we have to create a page to house a client’s promotion 

or information.  

Benefits: 
If a client does not have 
the ability to create a 
page on their own 
website or if their 
website doesn’t have 
solid traffic, they can 
display their 
information on our 
websites.

Examples:
http://thedrive.fm/marque
tte-mountain/

http://thedrive.fm/marquette-mountain/
http://thedrive.fm/marquette-mountain/


Mobile App Sponsors
Many of our stations have free mobile apps that can be downloaded from the Apple App 
store or Google Play store.  There are sponsorship packages available that allow a client 
to be the exclusive ad on our mobile app.  The ad space is 320x50 pixels and is fixed on 

the app, placed  at the top of the Apple App and at the bottom of the Android App.

Benefits: Exclusive, Higher Click Through 
Rates

Example: Festival Foods, a grocery chain in 
Wisconsin, was opening a new store in our 
Sheboygan market.  For the crucial initiation 
stage of their new store, they sponsored our 
Mobile Apps for all Sheboygan stations.  As an 
exclusive sponsorship, this gave them great 
visibility on all our apps.  They also have good 
creative and great offers, so the click thru rates 
were much higher than typical display ads and 
truly helped to establish them as a leading 
grocer in the market.  



Text-to-Win
With Text-to-Wins, as with all texting, the listeners/customers 

must text a keyword to our shortcode.  Then, they get entered into 
a contest.  

Benefits:
● A great advantage for the client is 

that they will get two "impressions" on 
every person that enters.  One to tell 
them their text was received and a 
second letting them know whether or 
not they’ve won.  

● They are qualified leads as only 
people interested in their product will 
enter.

Examples:
● At 8am, a text was sent to the Sioux 

Falls DEALS database The text was 
sent to approximately 3,300 people.

● By 9a, 1,000 people replied for their 
chance to win. 1,396 responded in 
total. 



Texting: Custom Keywords
Custom Keywords are a great way to connect a client with their 
loyal customers.  A client purchases a KEYWORD from us to use 

with our shortcode.  For example "Text WINE to 82474".  They have 
now OPTED IN to that client's database, and we can push 

messages out to them.  

Benefits:
● This is permission marketing at its core.  

The customers have asked to have 
information from this business sent to 
their phones on a regular basis, and 
because they have asked for it, they 
will be very receptive to the offers they 
get.

Examples
● Fleet Farm is a Farm & Home chain in 

the Upper Midwest.  They have 35 
locations in 4 states.  We offered to do 
all the texting for them for their entire 
company for $25,000 per year.  At $60 
per store per month, it was a 
no-brainer.  We are in our third year.



Texting Alerts
Alerts are timely information sent out to our listeners that can be 
sponsored.  On most stations we have text databases set up for 

Daily Weather, Breaking News, and Severe Weather. 

Benefits:
● Great branding for clients with strong name recognition, as the name 

goes out with pertinent information on a regular basis!

Examples:
● King’s Campers in Wausau sponsors all of our Central Wisconsin 

alerts.  For $1500 per month, they get mentioned in all alerts including 
daily weather, severe weather, school closings and breaking news.  
This keeps them top of mind to over 14,800 subscribers!



Texting Title Sponsorships
This is an exclusive branding opportunity that not only includes a 

Custom Keyword campaign, but also includes mentions on all 
radio stations.

Benefits:
● Great branding for clients with strong name recognition, as anytime 

the air personalities mention texting, they add the sponsor tag. “Text 
us anytime at 31011, powered by Grand Central Station”.

Examples:
● Grand Central Station, a c-store chain in Northeast Wisconsin, is the 

title sponsor on two of our stations in Green Bay.  They pay $1000 per 
month per station and are guaranteed 3 mentions per day, though 
they get more. 



Email Marketing
Most stations use their database (or email club) as a sales and/or 

promotional vehicle to inform viewers and listeners about upcoming 
shows, specials, and events. Others use the database for couponing 

and sales promotions.

Sponsor receives a 560x300 graphic at top 
the of eblast that links to their website or 
social media & up to 4 sentences of text. 

Benefits: 
If you have a message/offer that is too long 
for a text message or is better suited for a 
visual medium, e-blast sponsorships are a 
perfect fit for you. 

Examples: 
SD Soybean Council, Plastic Surgery 
Associates of South Dakota, Frisbee 
Plumbing and Heating, AmericInn, Billion 
Hyundai Mazda, Sioux Falls Music



Case Study
Digital Promotion

Lips for Luke 

The Juice Stop has 4 locations in Sioux Falls. Troy and Julie own and operate the stores. They are hands-on 
owners and are very involved in the day to day operation of the stores. Their goal is to provide Sioux Falls with 
quality fresh REAL Fruit Smoothies and healthy alternatives to fast food. 

Objective: Juice Stop’s goal was to increase their email database. On average, they receive 2 to 4 new 
subscribers/week. 

Solution: Find a fun way to get the Juice Stop in front of new consumers by using a digital promotion, featuring 
a digital giveaway on KTWB.com for Luke Bryan tickets. 

Implementation: The Lips for Luke (March-Madness bracket with user-submitted photos i.e. Show Us Your Best 
Smooch for Luke Bryan tickets) promotion ran for 4 weeks. Two weeks of photo submissions and two weeks of 
voting. ktwb.com/lips-for-luke

Show us your best smooch! We’ll  pick the top 64 photos and place them in a March Madness bracket! The top 
64 photos will go head to head and photos with the most social interactions will advance to the next round until 
a winner is crowned. The winning couple will win a pair of tickets to Luke Bryan, May 9th at the Denny Sanford 
PREMIER Center! 

Result: In the first 3 weeks of this promotion, Juice Stop received 130 new email subscribers, over 100,000 
impressions, a click though rate of 143%, and 183 photos were submitted.

Digital Contesting

Barenaked Babies Digital Promotion
 
Objective: Promote family-friendly vehicles from Billion Mazda to our perfectly matched demo on 
KELOFM and KELOFM.com 

Solution: Build a contest around an upcoming concert. Submit your barenaked baby photo for a chance 
to win a pair of tickets to The Barenaked Ladies at The District and an Evenflo Platinum Car Seat 
(provided by client). 

Results:  23,010 impressions, a click through rate of .174%, 6306 eblast impressions, & reached 27,868 
Facebook fans



Case Study
Video Gateway

Festival Foods

Objective: Festival Foods was looking for a strong media partner to work together with them on their 
promotions throughout the year, and help keep their brand top of mind.  They have partnered with 
WNCY radio in Green Bay for many years, partially due to the shared sponsorship they have with 
WNCY’s blue chip event of the summer: Country USA.  However, each year both businesses look for 
ways to further their affiliation and one of the logical steps was DJ endorsement.

Solution: Mike Dubord in a self expressed “foodie” who loves to cook, to eat, and to entertain.  Mike 
has shared his love of food on the air and in his blog for the past few years, and the partnership with 
Festival has flourished accordingly.  One of the ways Festival and WNCY felt was a perfect way to 
showcase Mike’s endorsement was through gateway videos on the WNCY stream.

Implementation: WNCY and Festival produce 3-4 new campaigns each year featuring Dubord that 
run on the WNCY stream.  These are rotated in different waves throughout the year and focus on 
Festival’s products and Dubord’s humor.

Result:  Festival Foods continues to get around 200,000 forced watch impressions per year on the 
WNCY stream and has used it to brand such products as NuVal, Homegating, Boomerang Savings, 
and more. 

Video Gateway
Welsh Hearing Aids 

Objective: Welsch Hearing wanted to get the word out about their business, their products and their 
location.  They were looking to have better SEO, and to assert themselves as an expert in the field of 
hearing assistance.

Solution: One of the benefits of blogging is being able to provide people with helpful information.  By 
providing them with information they need, you become the expert they look to when the need arrives 
for your services.  Also, having incoming links from reputable sites back to your site is great for SEO.  
Welsch felt being a contributing  blog sponsor was the best way to accomplish both.

Implementation: Susan Fenrich of Welsch Hearing began sponsoring the Health & Fitness Blog on our 
sites under the category of Hearing Health.  She posts new articles about hearing health and hearing 
products every month.

Result:  To date, Susan has penned over 60 blog posts all with great information and linking back to her 
site. They are number one in organic search for hearing aids in Sheboygan.



Testimonials
Jodi, Plastic Surgery Associates of South Dakota, Sioux Falls, SD

“You always respond to our digital inquiries and requests quickly. It seems like such a small 
gesture, but it means the world to us. It’s such a positive experience working with you! You 
definitely go above and beyond for us and we appreciate it. Nothing like our experience with our 
previous digital vendors.” 

Paul, J&L Harley-Davidson, Sioux Falls, SD

“We love the flatpage and videos you created for us! Very cool.” 

Jim, Sioux Falls Storm Football, Sioux Falls, SD 

“I wanted to give your digital department a big round of applause for your fabulous work to 
create a truly interactive fan experience with the Billion Hyundai Mazda Storm KRRO'S Nest! 
Looking forward to the rest of the season.” 

Erin, Children’s Miracle Network, Sioux Falls, SD 

“Thank you for all you do for the kids at Children’s Miracle Network. Our team was very 
impressed with your Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and YouTube coverage of this year’s 
Midwest Communications CMN Radiothon for Kids. We raised more money than ever before 
because we were able to reach more people across multiple platforms. Thank you. Thank you. 
Thank you!”

Erica, The Washington Pavilion, Sioux Falls, SD

“HOLY BUCKETS! You guy are crushing it on Facebook with the 92.5 Jason Aldean contest. I 
have NEVER encountered a local page getting that kind of feedback. 167,000 comments? Well 
done! I’m taking notes from the pros!” 

Rebecca, The Washington Pavilion, Sioux Falls, SD

“I literally was scrolling through my newsfeed and blurted out “holy ****” at my desk! The “last 
comment wins” is single most clever thing I have seen on social media in a very, very long time. 
You have as many comments as there are people in Sioux Falls!”



Success Stories
Texting

Sushi Restaurant: Evansville, IN

HOT 96 in Evansville has been running a weekly contest where the 96th texter wins a free lunch 
at a local sushi restaurant.  The client has not done digital advertising before, and didn't have 
high expectations.  In 7 weeks, the database has grown to nearly 1000 people to push out 
messages to. 

Hardware Store: Fargo, ND

A regional hardware store with multiple locations was looking to start a texting database for 
customers who wanted special discounts for being a part of their loyalty texting. Within a year, 
of promoting their text and sending out discounts, the database grew over 4,000 users. The 
success from the database has helped grow their brand digitally and given them an opportunity 
to reach people’s pockets.

Pyroholics Fireworks: Sioux Falls, SD

Gave away 2 $400 gift certificates and five $100 gift certificates.

Add Ons: 15,000 run of site impressions

Why it worked: Included text keyword + shortcode in all radio, TV and print advertisements and 
promoted in-store

Results: 1st Year (2013): 3,904 entries

Results: 2nd Year (2014): 6,177 entries, 1,209 click-throughs

Bros Brasserie Americano: Sioux Falls, SD

Gave away one $95.70 tab 1x/mo that had to be used during the Q957 Patio Party.

Results: After summer campaign was over (4 months), database capped out at 2,347 
subscribers

Approximately 30 people redeeming offers per month

Client Goal: Increase traffic during lunch hours + increase patio party attendance

What We Discovered: Client was paying approximately $800/mo for their old texting service, not 
getting any traction and were having a hard time managing database by themselves. With their 
old texting service, they capped out subscribers at 225 people. 



Success Stories
Deals Texting
Smashburger:

Initial offer: Buy one entrée, get one free by texting SMASH to 80373

1 text message to DEALS database brought immediately brought 400 subscribers into SMASH

Domino’s Pizza:

Initial offer: Small pizza for $1.99 by texting PIZZA to 80373

1 text message to DEALS database brought 215 subscribers into PIZZA

Egghead Deals:

Initial offer: First 50 people to text back win a Bronco Fan Appreciation card

1 text message to DEALS database brought 515 subscribers into EGGHEAD

Zemlick Office Products:

Initial offer: Reply ZEMLICK for a chance to win a brand new office chair from Zemlick Office Products

1 text message to DEALS database brought 181 subscribers into ZEMLICK

Mangia Mangia:

Initial offer: Buy one entrée, get an appetizer free by texting PASTA to 80373

1 text message to DEALS database brought 242 subscribers into PASTA

Tim Horton’s on West Main Street:

Initial offer: First 20 people to text TIMBITS receive 10 free Timbits Donut Holes

1 text message to DEALS database brought 524 subscribers into ALWAYS FRESH (Tim Horton’s)
Metro PCS:

Initial offer:  $3 off Lucas Oil Monster Trucks Show tickets and a chance to win free tickets to the show

1 text message to DEALS database brought 457 subscribers into METRO

Piloni’s Italian Restaurant:

Initial offer: One winner gets a $40 gift certificate to Piloni’s Italian Restaurant

1 text message to DEALS brought 333 subscribers into PASTA



Success Stories
Digital Promotion: Knoxville, TN

Rock Daze of Summer - WIMZ

In July of 2014, we executed the 2nd annual Rock Daze of Summer promotion, offering listeners the 
opportunity to win a prize package including a 2014 KIA Soul from Rusty Wallace Kia, Oil Changes for a 
year from Jiffy Lube, and a Polaris Trailblazer ATV from Ritchie Powersports, and a KZ Sportsman RV 
from TN RV. All ticket winners received 2 tickets to the Rock Daze of Summer giveaway including 
Foreigner and 38 Special live in concert at Smokies Stadium.  To build on the success of the 2013 Rock 
Daze of Summer, we launched www.rockdazeofsummer.com where listeners could view prizes, visit 
sponsors websites, and register online to qualify to win the prize package.  In 6 weeks of soliciting entries 
on air and through eblasts, the online contest received over 1,200 entries. The micro-site complimented 
our digital support in 2014 and allowed us to secure an investment from our 4 sponsors.

Digital Promotion: Knoxville, TN

Ultimate Rock Babe Challenge – WIMZ

To promote awareness for the 2015 WIMZ Rock Babe Calendar and highlight our 2014 Rock Babe 
Calendar sponsors, WIMZ began the search for the "Ultimate Rock Babe" by having contestants compete 
in the "Rock Babe Cage Match." The winner would be featured on the cover of the 2015 calendar and 
receive priority on all paid appearances in 2015. Contestants included WIMZ "Rock Babes" from the 2013 
Rock Babe Calendar. All contestants were placed into a bracket system that was posted online at 
www.WIMZ.com with the Rock Babes campaigning for votes thru their own social media sites. Over the 
course of the competition, www.WIMZ.com showed growth in unique users, with the Rock Babe Cage 
Match page receiving over 10,000 hits, adding an additional 1,000 members to our listener club, the WIMZ 
Freeloaders Club.

Digital Promotion: Knoxville, TN

Shadrack’s Christmas Wonderland – WJXB and WIMZ

In co-sponsoring Shadrack's Christmas Wonderland in 2013, the event promoter chose WIMZ and WJXB 
to be the exclusive radio group sponsor for the Christmas Light show at Smokies Stadium. With radio 
being the sole media sponsor, our response was judged by event attendance.  In addition to on air 
announcements, WIMZ and WJXB also emailed the database with event specials. WJXB aired a 
matching stream schedule for Shadrack's Christmas Wonderland that aired during WJXB's Christmas 
Music stream.  Once the event had ended, Shadrack's Christmas Wonderland had over 3,000 vehicles 
move through the event between Thanksgiving and Christmas. With the success of our on air and digital 
of marketing efforts, the client increased their radio buy in 2014.


